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Introduction
Advances in hyperspectral imaging1 devices and industrial cameras2 since
2010, as well as advances in technical computation3 over this same
period, have converged to enable a portable supercomputer that recognizes
and analyzes aspects of cognition associated with verbal and nonverbal
communication.
The system uses stereoscopic video, shortwave infrared, and thermal imaging
to map and recognize mental processes, with the intention of recognizing
abnormal psychological conditions. It will produce a 3D mesh/model of a
person’s face while they are talking and compute patterns in eye movements
and facial features, as well as spectral and temperature changes, which are
attempted to be correlated with underlying mental states.
The proposed system is essentially a product that would be used for
(1) assessment of psychiatric conditions in subjects in a clinical
interview-type setting, (2) credibility assessment in conversation and/
or witness testimony, and (3) research concerning variations in styles
of interpersonal communication. The system is envisioned as a rolling
rackmount case with a heavy duty computer inside, or a smaller setup in a
briefcase form factor.
Hypothesis

A. Creating and analyzing a 3D point cloud/mesh similar to the above
examples with stereoscopic high resolution industrial cameras at 60 Hz will
capture patterns of facial motion and eye movement that are significantly
correlated with mental disorders, as well as contemporaneous emotional
states.
B. There will appear spectral and temperature changes beyond visual range
on a 60 Hz hyperspectral camera that also are significantly correlated with
mental disorders and emotional states.
1
Hyperspectral imaging uses camera sensors that see beyond the visual spectrum, such
as shortwave infrared (SWIR).
2
Industrial cameras are high resolution, high framerate, highly reliable devices that
are used for inspection of printed circuit boards and other precision tasks.
3
Technical computation attempts to compute or quantify a task with algorithms, as in
the popular program Mathematica (used in this project).

Preliminary Literature Review
Abnormalities in facial motion are associated with mental disorders.
For example, abnormal eye movements are significantly correlated with
schizophrenia, as discussed in a study by Morita, et al.4 that found
substantial psychiatric biomarkers in abnormal saccades.5 Separately,
“affective computing” is an emerging area of software engineering and
there is substantial literature and innovation in the area. See, e.g.,
Lex Fridman, et al., “Cognitive Load Estimation in the Wild,” 2018 CHI
Conference of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM).
Methodology
The present study is initiated by recruiting two random groups of persons
using Craigslist: (1) a control group of “normal” individuals who are
unaware of having any psychiatric conditions, and (2) a test group of
individuals who self-report psychiatric conditions of multiple types.
Both groups are compensated to participate in a structured clinical
interview and an eye movement task in a laboratory-type environment. The
participants are recorded during the interview and task using the prototype
Rællic system, which is later fully analyzed so as not to bias the
clinician. The participants complete the MMPI-3 at the conclusion of the
interview for validation of the eventual test results. After the testing
is completed, the participants are categorized into four groups:
1. Persons who appear normal and who are confirmed normal by the MMPI-3.
2. Persons who do not appear normal but who are confirmed normal by the
MMPI-3.
3. Persons who appear normal but who are confirmed to have at least one
psychological condition shown by the MMPI-3.
4. Persons who do not appear normal and have at least one psychological
condition shown by the MMPI-3.
The data captured by the Rællic system are then analyzed for statistically
significant correlations in patterns of facial motion as well as deficits
in the eye movement task. This would occur in Mathematica as well as
a convolutional neural network to see whether any patterns were missed
through traditional statistical analysis. The Rællic data are validated
against the MMPI-3 results to see whether the hypothesis is established.
Conclusion
The proposed system is under construction, with the research and analysis
estimated to be completed by the end of November 2022. The intention is
to submit the resulting paper to a prominent computer vision journal for
peer-reviewed publication. The product will be used in the author’s law
practice and offered for sale if validated through this study.
No funding or grants were sought or received from any source, and there are
no conflicts to disclose.
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Morita, et al., “Eye movement characteristics in schizophrenia: A recent update with
clinical implications.” Neuropsychopharmacology Reports (2019).
5
Saccades are eye movements that shift the eyes to the focus of attention. Abnormal
saccades result from the subject’s inability to suppress certain muscle reflexes that are
necessary to efficiently move the eye while tracking an object. Schizophrenics typically
have this defect. Eye tracking software has also shown dramatic differences in how
afflicted persons process photographic scenes.

